Objectives: Be able to recognize key words and phrases used by sovereigns.

Identify a sovereign vehicle by bumper stickers, fraudulent plates, unusual placards displayed on windshield.

Be able to quickly identify fraudulent documents used by sovereigns to confuse officers, clerks and court personnel

Understand what to do and what not to do on a traffic stop to increase officer safety.

Outline of Presentation: Traffic Stop on I40
Dash cam video of fatal shooting of officers
Driver presented Travelers card in lieu of DL
Sovereign identified himself as a “pastor”
Fraudulent paper work used as distraction
Additional shooting at Wal-Mart two officers seriously wounded and both suspects killed.

Sovereign citizen beliefs:
Government has NO right to tax them
Our laws DO NOT apply to them
Law Enforcement has NO jurisdiction over them
They DO NOT recognize our judicial system

Law Enforcement Dangers:
Law Enforcement considered an enemy
Threats of BLOOD BATH against officers
Disguised as members of a church
Armed with assault weapons

Indicators:
Fraudulent license plated, anti-government bumper stickers
Window cracked about two inches and will refuse to roll down
Refuse to give last name
Video encounter with officers
Traffic Stops:
What to do and what not to do
Never approach a sovereign occupied vehicle alone
Always call for backup immediately
Back up should always have a long gun
DO NOT accept fraudulent documents
DO NOT debate ideology
Request DL, Registration and Insurance
If they cannot provide those documents follow your agencies policy

Summary:
Discuss key topics of presentation
Slides of funeral for two fallen officers in West Memphis, AR May 20, 2010
Q & A